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PREFACE

This book describes the various growth patterns of forests from a mechanistic point of view. Its purpose is to help silviculturists and forest managers understand and anticipate how forests grow and respond to intentional manipulations and natural disturbances. Demands on the forest have been increasing for timber production, wildlife habitat, water protection, recreation, and protection from fires, insects, and diseases. These demands have created an emphasis on prescribing site-specific treatments for individual stands of trees, rather than treating broad areas uniformly.

The book is a result of discussions with silviculturists in many parts of North America and elsewhere. Foresters in all regions have wanted to know how forests will grow with and without various manipulations so they can prescribe the most appropriate treatments. Informal discussions and seminars have led to short courses for midcareer silviculturists about stand dynamics. Travels to forests in many regions of the continent and world have led us to realize that similar patterns and processes of development are occurring in many places. As we synthesized material on forest development, we were further encouraged to make it available to a wide audience by publishing it as a book.
Strong interest in the 1990 edition of the book has led us to publish this updated version. Knowledge has advanced and expanded in many fields, and we have tried to update this knowledge and expand the references, although they are by no means exhaustive. Interest from abroad in the book and continued evidence that similar patterns and processes are occurring in forests in many places led us to expand the book to include more global references and examples. Recent advances in understanding climate change, multicoHORT stand development, mixed species stands, pruning, and stand edges has led us to update information in these areas. We are increasingly realizing that many of the values from the forest can not be provided by managing individual stands without regard to the surrounding landscape. Consequently, we have expanded our discussion on landscapes in many places in the book. Because concerns about protecting all species and "sustainability" directly relate to stand dynamics, we have included discussions of the relation of stand and landscape development to population changes of animals and plants. This discussion is different from many, since it regards the species from the perspective of the changing forest environment, rather than viewing the environment from the perspective of the species. We have expanded the discussion of applications to management include such topics as "sustainable development," "ecosystem management," and "adaptive management."

This book serves several purposes:

- It gives the state of knowledge of how forest stands develop, so future silvicultural practices can be done with a higher level of expertise.

- It synthesizes knowledge on the subject, to allow future research efforts to build on this knowledge.

- It shows that similar development patterns are occurring in many forests in North America and beyond.

- It puts a scientific perspective on the various ways society is considering relating to forests.

Recent appreciation of the role of disturbances and the continued responses of stands to natural disturbances has brought silvicultural and ecological research closer together. Many individual pieces of knowledge reported in this book are not new; however, no book has previously synthesized the information from physiology, ecology, and silviculture and compared patterns in different regions as is done here. We have intentionally given citations from a broad range of new and old applied forestry and basic ecology literature. The references show that many ideas have existed in forestry literature for many decades but have not been synthesized. Some of these ideas are more recently being reported in ecological literature.

The book emphasizes the constant change of all forests and shows that similar patterns of change are occurring within different regions. This book first gives a philosophical perspective from which to view forests--competition, the «niche," and "growing
space." It then describes individual tree growth patterns. Disturbances are then described, not as black boxes, but as specific events with different characteristics and degrees of predictability. The rest of the book builds on individual tree growth and disturbance patterns to show how forest physiognomies change in time both qualitatively and quantitatively. "Even-aged" development of stands beginning after stand-replacing disturbances are first described. Then, "uneven-aged" stands with new "cohorts" beginning after minor disturbances are described. Finally, the broad perspective of forest changes over landscapes is discussed.

The intent of the book is to describe patterns and to include and reconcile as many other perspectives of forest development as possible. In several places we suggest new terminology and/or refrain from using old terminology. The intent is not to establish new laws or to proliferate jargon, but to be more accurate in describing patterns. Time will determine if the new words are useful enough to last. Some statements in the book have not been referenced. These statements are generally based on personal observations or those of reliable colleagues. We felt it was important to raise certain issues to be scrutinized rather than err in omission.

The book is meant to give a biological basis for more applied books such as *The Practice of Silviculture* (Smith, 1986) and *Principles of Silviculture* (Daniel et al., 1979). On the other hand, it covers more of the patterns of stand development but delves less into basic physiology and ecology than do *Forest Ecology* (Spurr and Barnes, 1980), *Forest Ecology* (Kimmins, 1987), and *Forest Ecosystems: Concepts and Management* (Waring and Schlesinger, 1985).

Many people have contributed to this book. We are grateful to our students (graduate and undergraduate) who have provided ideas and sounding boards at Harvard University, University of Washington, Duke University, Yale University, and Middle East Technical University (Turkey). Many midcareer silviculturists around the country have given helpful input in midcareer short courses on the subject. Our scientific colleagues in North America and abroad have also been very helpful. We are especially grateful to Mr. E. C. Burkhardt of Vicksburg, Mississippi, for his enthusiasm and encouragement, which made us realize the importance of this subject; without his encouragement this book would not have been written. David M. Smith gets our special thanks for his encouragement and emphasis on studying stand dynamics. The encouragement of Walter Knapp of the U.S. Forest Service, Portland, Oregon, was also instrumental in our writing this book. Ernest Gould, Walter Lyford, and Hugh Raup will always be remembered by us for the education and encouragement we received from them at the Harvard Forest many of their ideas are in this book. Kenneth J. Mitchell provided many of the ideas on forest growth through his careful research, for which we are grateful. We are also thankful for the careful reviews and many suggestions of Graeme Berlyn, Melih Boydak, Mary Ann Fajvan, Douglas Fredericks, Glenn Galloway, Judy Greenleaf, John Helms, John Kershaw, Karen Kuers, David Larsen, Jim Mc Carter, David Marquis, Xiandong Meng, Michael G. Messina, Melinda Moeur, Kevin O'Hara, Akira Osawa, Reza Pezeshki, Gerardo Segura, Fiorenza Ugolini, Robert van Pelt, Daniel Vogt, and Kristiina Vogt. We appreciate the help and thoughtfulness of Mrs. Carol Green and Ms. Carol Bruun of the University of Washington Forest Resources Library, and of Mrs. Dorothea Kewley,
Ms. Sherry Stout, and Ms. Kaija Berleman of the University of Washington College of Forest Resources.

We would like to express our appreciation to Kevin O'Hara, Linda Brubaker, Scot Zens, and Ann Camp for specific inputs to updating this book. Many undergraduate, graduate, and mid-career students as well as scientific and professional colleagues have also given us ideas and input, which we appreciate. We also would like to thank Eric Stano of John Wiley & Sons for his enthusiasm and help during this updating, Bernice Heller for preparing the index, and Jack Hilton Cunningham for his chapter opener computer-generated art, page design and desktop publishing expertise.

The senior author would like to express his gratitude to his father, Hilary Rhodes Oliver, for giving him the silvicultural curiosity and perspective of this book; his mother, Priscilla Trantham Oliver, for her emphasis on creativity; his wife, Fatma Arf Oliver, for her strong encouragement, scientific objectivity, and moral support; and his children, Elif, Doa., Chadwick, and Renin, for their patience and understanding while the book was being written. He also appreciates the strong encouragement of Professor Cahit Arf and Mrs. Halide Arf. He wishes to thank Professors Charles Cheston, Henry Smith, and Charles Baird of the University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee for their early concern, encouragement, and teaching.

The second author wishes to express his gratitude to his wife, Julie Larson, for her patience and understanding and to his children, Katherine and Heather, for their sharing their father with this manuscript. He also wishes to express his appreciation to Prof. Martin H. Zimmennan, formerly of the Harvard Forest, for his early inspiration which led to the study of silviculture.
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Bruce G. Larson